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hi jon
sorry for the delay but here is the picture and testimonial as promised and we mean every word of it! ;)

From the start of the wedding planning, everyone told us that there is no such thing as a perfect wedding and
as much as you worry and plan every little detail, be prepared that at best 95% of things will go right on the
day, especially since we were planning the wedding all the way from London! fortunately for us, that was
not at all what happened and it turned out to be exactly the way we envisioned it! with Jon and the rest of
the Wedding Acts team overseeing the day, everything ran so smoothly just like clockwork! the wedding
day itself is akin to a marathon so needless to say, we were very tired and more than happy to leave the
logistics and last minute details in Jon's capable hands and merely follow their directions! Jon and Maria
were the epitome of calm on what could have been the most stressful day for us, and having them around
meant we could just focus on enjoying the day with our families and friends and what an enjoyable day it
was! ;)!
in the run up to the wedding, i discovered that i had quite a few specific ideas with regards to the overall feel
of the wedding and with the great number of vendors around, it would have taken me forever to decide on
which of them could deliver exactly what i wanted and most importantly, at reasonable prices! Jon's help in
narrowing that long list down and pointing us in the right direction was invaluable as was all the
coordinating he did given that we were in London. through it all, it was just great having Jon around to
reassure me amidst my constant fretting about missing something out or whether things were getting done
on time as well as patiently answering my frequently inane questions about minute details which definitely
have the potential to drive any bride up the wall! we also always heard how wedding planning takes a huge
toll on the couple and their families but with Jon and Wedding Acts around, i am pretty sure we avoided
many arguments and stressful situations which would have just detracted from what should be a joyful
experience!
so to end, thanks so much to you Jon for all your time and patience with us throughout the last 12 months
which culminated in a beautiful wedding that surpassed our expectations and without a doubt, will remain
one of the happiest memories Ming and i will share as a couple! to dear Maria and Denise, your cheery and
reassuring presence on the day also went a long way in ensuring that looking back, Ming and i only
remember the fun we had and the happy faces of our families and friends all around and not the million and
one things that needed to be done on the day! ;)
God bless,
Ming and Viv
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